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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract - Cloud computing provides an vast amount of virtual storage to the users for storing its valuable data. Which helps to small 

and medium scale industry to use with pay as you go basis.. Users’ information are stored in the premises of Cloud service provider in 

public environment. Data stored in the cloud storage is available to all the users from anywhere. This will lead to the data safety issue 

in cloud storage for both Users and for providers. If the privacy of cloud user’s data is broken, then it will affect on reputation of 

Providers. Cloud data security can be discussed using various parameters like Data on rest i.e when available on provider’s premises, 

Data in transition i.e. when it is available on network as well Database of providers where all confidential information related to users 

are stored. To provide the confidentiality, the most common used technique is encryption. But encryption alone doesn’t provide 

Enough protection to the data in the cloud storage. 

 

To have efficient cloud storage confidentiality various authors proposed different scheme. In this paper our aim is to focus on various 

scheme that are provides security to users data which available on server which increase trust level of user towards Cloud services 

providers. 

 

Index Terms - Cloud Storage; Data Protection; Confidentiality; Encryption; Obfuscation; 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing provides various services like Iaas, Paas, Saas as well Daas as a service. Available resources are shared among a 

vast number of clients which use it anytime anywhere by just providing rent amount as per usage. At present, cloud computing is 

widely used paradigm in all over even its academic or in industry. cloud computing combines the storage space, computing power, 

networking and other resources, and then provide on lease to users. Such fundamental reduce the overall cost of enterprise 

development. 

 

Cloud computing is rising at a very high speed around the world with many advantages, the user till having less confidence to use, 

because of the data security or misuse of data is still an big issue. Cloud Storage provides a virtual room to store mass data and 

personal information. But once data are stored on Cloud premises owners have lost control over their data. The cloud provider has full 

control on the user’s data and information. At this point the Cloud provider also need to provides enough level of security to users 

data and ensure its user about there are no chance of misuse. The provider also take care of integrity if data which user stored on 

providers premises. Protection of users data start from its available on users premise to service providers premises is providing using 

encryption or authentication. This to fundamental provides surety to user that the data will be deliver on premises without any misuse. 

Similarly using obfuscation technique for service provider it become easy to secure database (which contains personal information of 

user) on his premises. 

 

The paper is contains following sections: in Section 2 we discuss about Database management, Encryption and obfuscation 

techniques, in Section 3 we talks about Survey on various security proposals based on encryption and obfuscation, followed by 

Section 4 gives Conclusion. Finally in last Section, we provides list of References. 

 

II. DATABASEMANAGEMENT, ENCRYPTION AND OBFUSCATION TECHNIQUES 

 

Outsourcing of database management [1] is a now become essential requirement for cloud computing. There are drastical 

improvement in Network technology in which the cost of transmitting a terabytes of data over long distances has decreased 

significantly. In addition, if we consider cost of manage database on local premises its considerably more. This will lead various who 

Need to maintain database with least cost outsource their data with cloud storage provider with minimum rate [2]. 
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Fig. 1: Database architecture for Cloud[16] 

 

techniques that’s Code obfuscation and Data obfuscation. Code obfuscation having some class based on its working. The first class is 

layout transformations where the formation of code is changed may removing comments and formatting; also identifiers can 

scrambled. 

 

The second class is control-flow transformations in which the flow of the program is changed while keeping computation 

functionality same. loop unrolling, clone methods, and inline/outline techniques are also some of example in this class. The reordering 

transformation randomly change the order of various part of program like loops, conditional statement without changing meaning and 

task of program. The next class of transformations targets the data itself (Data Obfuscation); that is changing the data that used in the 

code or can available in Database. This are classified with respect to storage and encoding, aggregation and ordering. The first type is 

for static and dynamic data by choosing uncommon encoding techniques. For example using the hash(#) character for splitting 

variables, add some(*) or sometime changing the variable life times. The second type focuses on aggregation; data are splitting, 

folding or merging the arrays coz basically data are normally aggregated in objects and arrays.. Finally, another transformations 

reorder arrays and objects components such as working on formal parameters which helps to protect data from the attacker. 

 

III. RELATEDWORK 

 

Ensuring confidentiality of user’s data in cloud storage as well also protect sensitive information of user in cloud Database form 

unauthorized access is the main research problem need to address for Users as well providers. Cloud storage providers store users 

vital data; So, it’s very important to provide enough security. To ensure the proper physical, logical and personnel security controls, 

especially in cloud data storage are more significant. Moreover, while moving such large volumes of data, the management of the data 

may not be fully trustworthy. This section describes the research works which are related to ensure the confidentiality of data in cloud 

storage. 

 

R. Anitha et al. of [3] proposed a method which use metadata to provide security to data stored on cloud premises. Metadata create 

a cipher key which used for protection. The time taken for generating the cipher key is Equal to the number of attributes in the 

metadata as well the algorithms used for cipher key generation. The model providing two novel features; 1. For Security key is only 

known to user as well metadata server 2. The cipher key generated using the modified feistel network holds good for the avalanche 

effect. 

 

Authors of [4] recommend a design of cryptographic cloud data storage and suggest some cryptographic approaches to achieve 

access control, authentication and confidentiality. Authors of [5] propose a Data Storage Security Model provides storage correctness 

without affecting Cloud’s dynamic nature also consider communication cost between Cloud server and users. User verify their data 

with very less overhead using just simple request. It also provides a flexible security option which user can choose based on 

sensitivity of their information. 

 

Researchers of [6] [7] address problem of access control mechanism using cryptographic techniques which degrades the 

performance and increase computation cost for management of key at user as well Cloud server side. Authors use capability based 

access control scheme which givesensures that only valid user have all rights management options. They also propose and modified 

version of Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme for sharing symmetric key securely. 

 

Various researchers also give the different scheme and views for storage correctness or data integrity in Cloud environment. S. Sanka 

at [8] presented a set of security protocols to secure the information of a data owner in the cloud infrastructure. In their proposed 

scheme, the add approach of access control and cryptography is used to guard the outsourced data. They use the capability based 

model for access control mechanism along with public key encryption. A D-H key exchange model is proposed for the Cloud users to 

access the Cloud data efficiently and securely from cloud service providers. In their proposed scheme public key, hash, and private 
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key ciphers that are proposed among cloud service provider, data owner, and user ensure an isolated and secure execution 

environment at the Cloud. 

 

.Authors of [9] proposed a scheme based on public auditability for Cloud data storage security is of critical importance so that users 

can way out to an external audit party to check the integrity of outsourced data when needed. A third party auditor (TPA), on behalf of 

the Cloud client, verify the integrity of the dynamic data which is available on Cloud data storage. The data in the Cloud does not 

remain stationary. So, the scheme also supports secure and efficient dynamic operations on data blocks stored in the Cloud, including: 

Update, Delete and Insert. 

 

Authors of [10] introduce a scheme for storage system to ensure the correctness of users’ data in Cloud data storage, they proposed 

an effective and flexible dispersed scheme with explicit dynamic data maintain, including block update, delete, and append. Whenever 

data corruption is detected during the storage correctness verification across the discrete servers, can almost guarantee the 

simultaneous identification of the misbehaving server(s). Proposed scheme also show that model is highly efficient and resilient to 

intricate failure, malicious data alteration Data attack, and even server colluding attacks. 

 

 
 

Authors of [11], provide scheme to facilitate the client in getting a proof of integrity of the data which he wishes to store in the 

Cloud storage servers with bare minimum costs and efforts. Scheme was developed to reduce the computational and storage overhead 

of the client as well as to minimize the computational overhead of the Cloud storage server. Scheme also minimized the size of the 

proof of data integrity so as to reduce the network bandwidth consumption. Hence this scheme proves advantageous to thin clients 

like PDAs and mobile phones. Scheme performing encryption on very limited data saving on the computational time of the client. 

Proposed scheme work on private key encryption technique. 

 

Wang at el. [12], introduce new protocol which support remote data possession checking is proposed. The proposed protocol is 

based on RSA [12] construction, which makes the data integrity, is highly improved. The proposed protocol support public 

verifiability, which makes it very flexible. Security analysis shows that the proposed protocol is security against server, and also 

preserves the file privacy against the third-party auditor. They use remote data integrity checking protocol based on HLAs [13] and 

RSA signature with using public key encryption techniques. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, we studied various research proposals on data Integrity in Cloud data storage on user side as well for the service 

providers, which is essentially a distributed storage system to ensure the correctness of users’ data in cloud infrastructure. We also 

made a comparative table which can be used by layman to have handy information about the proposals. Some of the proposals are 

based on public key encryption and some adopt private key techniques. Some are working for storage security of Database which 

contains user sensitive information while some gives more flexibility to Cloud user about verification as well check integrity of its 

data. We believe that data storage security in Cloud Computing is an area full of challenges and of vital significance and is still in its 

basic phase, and many research problems are yet to be identified. A universally adopted solution for data storage correctness in Cloud 

computing is yet to come. 
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